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The mass collection and reuse of social data requires a reimagining of privacy and consent, with particular
attention to the (in)equitable distribution of benefits and burdens between researchers and subjects. Instru-
menting frontline clinical services to collect and steward data might mitigate the exploitation inherent to data
collection—with attention to how subjects can meaningfully participate in stewardship. We explore participa-
tory data stewardship in the context of clinical computer security for survivors of intimate partner violence
(IPV). Via semi-structured interviews with IPV support workers, we explore how data are produced within the
IPV care ecosystem at the Clinic to End Tech Abuse (CETA). We then conduct design provocations with clients
of IPV services and their support workers, exploring possibilities for participatory data mechanisms like open
records and dynamic consent. We find participation in data stewardship may benefit clients through improved
agency, self-reflection, and control of self-narrative, and that incurred burdens may be alleviated by enlisting
trusted stewards. We close with future work for CSCW interrogating how knowledge of digital-safety harms
can and should be produced from clinical encounters, towards more equitable ways of knowing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
First-hand perspectives from vulnerable communities are necessary for meaningful and positive
social change—but gathering these perspectives risks exploiting these communities. This tension is
exacerbated by recent evolutions in our knowledge infrastructures towards mass collection and
reuse of social data: trends known as big data and open science [36]. These trends have enabled
large-scale scientific advancements, but have also deepened existing power differentials, requiring
innovative approaches to core tenets of research ethics like autonomy, privacy, and consent [56, 76].
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One alternative approach to knowledge production is participatory data stewardship [1], in which
communities are directly involved in the collection, analysis, and sharing of data. Community
archives and citizen science have shown increasing participation in data stewardship can both
restore agency to data subjects and enrich research findings [29, 53]. But these practices do not
completely eliminate exploitation, as they can burden communities with the labor of collecting
data, storing it, and making ethical judgments about its use and re-use. To truly foster justice, these
systems must carefully distribute benefit and burden between researchers and subjects [32, 69].
Instrumenting clinical sites as research observatories is one tactic for ensuring that research

encounters directly benefit subjects—by situating those encounters where hard-to-reach populations
already seek care. This approach is gaining traction in health, where researchers use secondary
analyses of clinical records to study population-scale mental and physical health [4, 11, 45, 57, 61, 85].
However, clinical observatories require difficult decisions about meaningful consent and appropriate
re-uses of stewarded data [16]—an open space for advancement in participatory data stewardship.
This paper explores these tensions in the context of clinical computer security for survivors of

intimate partner violence (IPV). IPV survivors face complex tech-mediated harms like intimate
surveillance [60], harassment and doxxing [42], and financial abuse [9]. Prior work has introduced
computer security clinics as a form of care infrastructure, where survivors receive expert security
and privacy support [26, 41, 48, 88, 90]. In a two-part study situated within one such clinic, the Clinic
to End Tech Abuse (CETA) in New York City, U.S., we extend this literature towards digital-safety
research, by examining through co-design how the clinic’s data handling mechanisms might give
survivors more agency in how knowledge about their digital safety is produced and circulated.
Following a trauma-informed approach [23], we first mapped the current landscape of data

collection, analysis, and sharing in the IPV support ecosystem, through semi-structured interviews
with 28 support workers (4). This baseline understanding informed the design of our second
phase: design provocations exploring possibilities for participatory data infrastructures in CETA
(5). Through semi-structured design activities with 7 CETA consultants and 7 clients, we explored
two key concepts in participatory data systems: the ability to view and edit one’s own data (open
records), and the ability to control who one’s data are shared to (dynamic consent).

Our findings are summarized in Table 1. Within the current IPV service ecosystem, we found a
series of important yet fragmented data flows. These clinical encounters are sites of highly personal
disclosure from clients (and occasionally support workers), and the resulting records often do
contain hard-to-reach knowledge of abuse experiences. To appropriately handle this information,
support workers rely on informal practices and personal judgment calls, for which they crave
improved frameworks and tools—especially for informed consent. Prompted to consider open
records and dynamic consent, participants reflected that these mechanisms could afford much-
appreciated transparency and control over their data. Still, they cautioned that these affordances
might introduce too much extra burden, especially in the time and effort required to vet data
requests from secondary researchers, and that there remained a role for a trusted data steward.

Based on these findings, we argue participatory data stewardship is worth pursuing, for the ben-
efits to agency, self-reflection and control it confers to clients and consultants, and for its potential
to improve the data available for wider research—including for helping service organizations attain
funding. However, to adapt current frameworks of participation in data stewardship to digital-safety
contexts like the clinic, we need further work interrogating two core tensions between the literature
and our findings: how to handle conflicts in individual vs. collective gains in data stewardship
(6.1.1); and how to balance burden and supervision between researchers and data subjects (6.1.2).

In addition to theoretical developments, we see pragmatic next steps improving the mechanisms
of informed consent (6.2.1), and alleviating the burdens of participatory data stewardship through
careful and human-centered design of computational tools for stewards (6.2.2). Finally, at a meta
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Phase Findings

Understanding the
current landscape of
data stewardship in
frontline IPV services
(4)

Clinical encounters provide rich, yet imperfect accounts of survivors’ experiences (4.2.1)

Support workers balance the need for data against the need to protect clients’ privacy (4.2.2)

Support workers also consider their own privacy in documenting clinical encounters (4.2.3)

Support workers find current informed consent procedures rigid and perfunctory (4.2.4)

Clients seek access to their data; but support workers caution against unfettered access (4.2.5)

Exploring mechanisms
for participatory data
stewardship (5)

Clients also find current informed consent frameworks rigid and perfunctory (5.2.1)

Open records give survivors an avenue for self-reflection and control of self-narrative (5.2.2)

Granular selective sharing in dynamic consent accommodates diverse preferences (5.2.3)

With granular and self-directed information control, a role remains for trusted stewards (5.2.4)

Table 1. Summary of findings.

level, we urge CSCW towards acknowledgement of the emotion work required to conduct partic-
ipatory design of participatory technologies in digital-safety research, and how we can sustain
long-term research commitments in this area (6.2.3). In sum, we contribute:
(1) A co-design study with IPV survivors and their support workers examining concrete mecha-

nisms for participation in stewarding knowledge of IPV.
(2) Theoretical extensions for how the literature in participatory data stewardship imagines

individual vs collective benefit, and the dialectic between researcher and data subject.
(3) Practical future directions for CSCW and HCI, improving how participatory data stewardship

can be applied to digital-safety research.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Our work addresses CSCW’s ongoing interest in our changing knowledge infrastructures [6, 14,
17, 54, 72], and analyzes how to adapt them towards research in a critical context: digital safety
for survivors of intimate partner violence (IPV). Here, we first review the CSCW literature on one
emerging knowledge practice, data sharing and reuse, and how it is increasingly incentivized across
science—even as it poses ethical challenges for marginalized communities (2.1). We then describe
an alternative approach, participatory data stewardship, which aims to give data subjects greater
agency over the use of their data (2.2). We discuss the potential of participatory data stewardship
in IPV, and motivate our study of two mechanisms: open records and dynamic consent (2.3).

2.1 Increasing imperatives towards data sharing and reuse
A growing arc of CSCW traces the evolution in our knowledge infrastructures towards big data
and Open Science—and accompanying ethical questions in how we study and share knowledge
of the world. In 2013, Edwards et al.[36] described a range of emerging knowledge practices—
crowdsourcing, personal informatics, massive online open courses (MOOCs), etc.—made possible
by wide adoption of personal computing, the Internet, and machine learning (ML). These practices
signal infrastructural transitions in science: from knowledge as a fixed product to knowledge in
perpetual motion; from individual expertise to the wisdom of crowds.

We focus on one influential practice: sharing and reusing data. Such activities are core to Open
Science: a movement to “make research and data accessible to all” [65]. Driven by the values of
democratization, transparency, and replicability, Open Science envisions research data and findings
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as shared goods, and researchers as accountable not only to peers and funders, but also to the public.
Towards this vision, institutions and funders have invested in making research data Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable, and Re-usable, via the FAIR Data Principles [95]. Proponents argue
FAIR accelerates science by fostering collaboration and streamlining research funding. Popular in
ML, FAIR is gaining ground in qualitative research, where proponents argue data reuse enables
productive recontextualization of social phenomena [64]. In fact, Edwards et al. 2013 urged the
development of long-term, large-scale, and collaborative qualitative research infrastructure. [36]

Ethical challenges in sharing data. FAIR requires researchers to grapple with not only how
to ethically collect data, but also how to ethically share it with secondary researchers. A scientific
enterprise built on mass data circulation challenges values of autonomy, privacy, and trust [66, 76,
91]. Research ethics has long held that people must give voluntary and informed consent to research
participation [56, 58]. But when data can be infinitely reused, people cannot know the future uses
to which they are consenting. The principle of anonymity, too, is no longer enough. Scrubbing
datasets of personally identifiable information was once thought sufficient for confidentiality, but
mass open data has made it easy to infer sensitive attributes from widely available digital traces [8].
Open Science’s challenges to consent and privacy belie a broader problem: a growing power

imbalance between researcher and subject. Amassing data on society confers enormous power to
those who store and analyze it—power which does not always reciprocally benefit data subjects,
particularly when captured as capital. For example, pharmaceutical companies build intellectual
property from genetic and biomedical data in government-sponsored biobanks, while the people
who contribute their flesh and blood receive little to no renumeration [40, 79]. Fundamentally,
to collect data is to categorize the world, and per Bowker and Star [15], the act of classification
“valorizes some point of view and silences another”. As datasets drive systems for automated social
decisions, we risk concretizing the systemic oppression of marginalized people (cf. [38, 67, 80]).
Taking into account the imperatives of data reuse and sharing under Open Science, along with

the ethical challenges posed by those same practices, we locate the present study on a critical
frontier for CSCW: ethical reimagination of our evolving knowledge infrastructures. To emphasize
the moral accountability and long-term commitment required of research today, we follow the Ada
Lovelace Institute and reframe the activities of data collection and sharing as data stewardship [1].

2.2 Fostering meaningful participation in data stewardship
Towards redistributing the power imbalance implied in data sharing, scholars have proposed
participation as a design goal for data stewardship. A participatory ethos envisions that with greater
agency in how their stories are studied and shared, marginalized people may leverage science
to improve their condition [69]. Scientific knowledge improves, too: as knowledge emerges from
contextual relationships between researchers and the researched [19, 64], involving data subjects in
data stewardship might enable greater insight, developed with and not on people and communities.

How precisely to involve data subjects in participatory data stewardship is the subject of a long
literature in participatory design. At issue is when participation is meaningful: when it can help
the powerless, and when it can instead be co-opted by the powerful; or when it can levy greater
burdens on data subjects than benefits. [32, 33, 88, 89, 92] Asking people to make constant decisions
about their data can give them greater control [91], and may increase their data literacy [55].
However, citizen science shows it takes work to ready community-collected data for reuse—and
this is a lot to ask of people who are already marginalized and underserved [69]. One approach
is to abstract the burden of decision-making to a collective; still, community governance poses
its own legal, logistical, and technical problems [43]. In computing, where stewarded data rapidly
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Fig. 1. Heuristic diagram of tradeoffs in participatory data stewardship in the current literature. Maps the
Ada Lovelace Institute’s typology of mechanisms for participation [1] (black dots) with Jo and Gebru [53]’s
spectrum of community vs researcher supervision (axes). Both frameworks encourage moving up and to the
left: towards enabling communities to own and operate archives of their experiences. Our study uses design
provocations of mechanisms under collaborate, open records and dynamic consent, to explore participation in
stewarding knowledge of digital-safety harms, such as those in intimate partner violence (IPV).

become deployed technologies, it is especially important to work towards meaningful participation
for as many people as possible (cf. [10] on “participatory” artificial intelligence).

Synthesis of frameworks for participation in data stewardship. In this work, we consider two
frameworks for data stewardship with complementary approaches to meaningful engagement: (1)
Jo and Gebru’s [53] spectrum of supervision in data collection; and (2) the Ada Lovelace Institute’s
[1] framework for “participatory data stewardship”.
In the first framework, Jo and Gebru describe researcher supervision over data collection as a

spectrum between two extremes: at one end, “laissez-faire” approaches like the unstructured web
scrapes used in modern ML, and at the other, “interventionist” approaches like those of professional
curators, who define and control what information is collected. As an alternative, Jo and Gebru
describe “community archives”, in which data subjects organized as collectives are deeply involved in
efforts to record knowledge of their lives.1 The second framework, from the Ada Lovelace Institute,
more closely examines community-involved approaches to data stewardship. This framework
extends Arnstein’s ladder of citizen participation [5] to outline mechanisms for data governance
along a spectrum of data subject or community control.
Our synthesized heuristic diagram (Figure 1) maps Lovelace’s typology of mechanisms for

participation on two axes: for researchers and communities each, the degree of supervision required
and burden bestowed. Supervision and burden are coupled together along these axes to highlight

1Examples include activists documenting feminicides in Latin America [30], the Patient-Led Research Collaborative formed
to understand long COVID, and LunaDNA, a genomics research cooperative.
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how increased control of a project can also demand time, effort, and emotional labor (cf. Dourish
et al. [33]). At one corner is the category inform: mechanisms where data subjects are told about
the research activities conducted on them (e.g., artifacts for transparency, like datasheets). Here,
researcher supervision is maximal and community supervision is minimal. At the other end is the
category empower : mechanisms by which communities operate the archive and control the research
conducted with it. Here, community supervision is maximal and researcher supervision is minimal.
In between these extremes lie what we call participatory mechanisms, where the distribution
between researcher and community supervision is more balanced. Here we place Lovelace’s consult,
involve, and collaborate types, in increasing order of community supervision.
With these tradeoffs in mind, how should designers of data stewardship systems choose an

approach? The goal, both frameworks argue, is to be as close to community control of the system
as possible: to move up and to the left on Figure 1. How precisely to get there is a matter of
selecting complementary mechanisms: “there is no single ‘right’ way to do participation”, the Lovelace
report urges, and the typology is not mutually exclusive [1]. Instead, the best-fit combination of
mechanisms should be developed through collaborative processes like co-design, through which
researchers and communities can both gain insight on not only the immediate effects of a proposed
mechanism, but also its wider ecosystem of construction, maintenance, and cultural significance
[71, 78, 97]—including the burdens it may create for all parties. We take up this call, to examine
through co-design how participatory data stewardship might improve knowledge of digital safety
in IPV, and improve agency for IPV survivors.

2.3 Participatory data stewardship and digital-safety research in IPV
Our work explores the potential of participatory data stewardship for improving knowledge
in a particularly challenging domain: digital safety in IPV. A widespread social ill [22], IPV is
characterized as a pattern of “coercive control” [81, 82] in a current or former intimate partnership
that manifests in many forms of harm, including physical, psychological, financial and sexual abuse.
Research on survivors’ experiences is important for addressing their needs, and mitigating

gender-based violence broadly. Already, research has helped establish legislative protections [84, 86],
improved law enforcement responses [25, 70], enhanced economic support [13], and increased
public awareness [21]. However, this research has required updating traditional methods, like
surveys and interviews. Increasingly, digital technologies exacerbate IPV, giving an abuser new
tools to intimidate, harm, stalk, and harass their victims [26, 34, 42, 47, 87]. As a result, survivors
are often hard to reach: the measures they take to evade their abusers may involve rapidly changing
their contact information, and avoiding unsolicited reach-outs like recruitment messages [88].

Instrumenting IPV support services as data stewards. One possible way forward is to study
IPV by equipping frontline IPV support services to collect, analyze, and share data about their
clients. Such an approach is increasingly used across health contexts. Clinical encounters—the
dyadic interactions between people seeking care and their care providers—were previously seen
as highly private arenas for personal disclosure. But with Open Science, secondary analyses of
electronic medical records (EMRs) have become an important source of data on human well-being
[11, 45, 57]. In mental health, analyses of therapist-patient exchanges on digital platforms have
explored hard-to-reach topics like linguistic markers of suicidality [4, 31, 61] and psychological
responses to COVID-19 [51]. This approach hopes that by meeting care seekers where they are,
researchers can study rare or stigmatized conditions while minimizing the burden research imposes.

In theory, equipping IPV support services to steward data would offer a rich observatory on this
underreported societal problem [28, 63], enabling research towards mitigation at the scale of what
EMRs and digital care platforms have done for physical and mental health. Already researchers
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have pursued alternative ways to measure IPV’s impact, via estimation from medical records [75]
or search engine queries [83]. If collected in meaningfully participatory ways, data from frontline
services could join these efforts, to better inform mitigations in law, policy, and technology design.

However, the question of meaningful participation in stewarding IPV data is especially complex.
While the literature emphasizes community control of data (Figure 1, top-left), to our knowledge,
no prior work has explored balancing community and researcher supervision in data stewardship
for IPV and digital safety. Research participation generally is known to offer benefits for survivors:
interviews can be spaces for personal insight and healing [24, 44, 77], and survivors have reported
enthusiasm for broader goals, like helping others spot signs of abuse [39] and improving advocacy
services [93]. Still, the burdens of participation are equally many. Recounting abuse experiences
may re-traumatize survivors [23], and as has been observed in mental health [16], survivors may
have only momentary encounters with services, creating challenges for informed consent. At worst,
survivors may feel coerced to consent to research to receive service. To find a way through these
challenges, we study in this work how to balance these benefits and burdens, towards remaking a
frontline support service for IPV survivors as a participatory data steward.

3 RESEARCH CONTEXT: THE CLINIC TO END TECH ABUSE (CETA)
We studied the complexities of data stewardship for IPV via embedded research with the Clinic to
End Tech Abuse (CETA). Established in 2018, CETA provides services for IPV survivors experiencing
tech-enabled abuse. CETA sits within a broader ecosystem of IPV support services in New York City,
where professional advocates help survivors find everything from legal services to psychotherapy.
These advocates (IPV professionals hereafter) refer survivors with tech-related problems to CETA.

CETA volunteers (consultants) are trained in computer security and trauma-informed care, and
provide 1:1 support for IPV survivors (clients) [41, 48]. As of 2023, the clinic sees 4-6 clients per
week for problems ranging from password compromise to smart home surveillance. For each client,
all information pertaining to their case is stored in a record accessible only to the client’s consultant
team and the clinic’s leadership team (see [90] for detail on CETA’s data architecture). These records
include an anonymized version of the referral form filled out by the client’s IPV professional. Clients
may also optionally provide demographic data on their age, race, sexuality, and gender. Within an
encounter, consultants take notes on client concerns and suggested approaches. These notes are
also stored in case folders, alongside appointment summaries.

Like many clinical sites, CETA conducts research alongside providing services. Consultants ask
clients if they would like to participate in research by having their clinical encounter audio-recorded
and transcribed. For clients who consent, case records—including transcripts—are anonymized and
made available to the CETA research team. This data has enabled CETA to publish research on
less-studied dimensions of IPV [9, 41, 48, 90]. Over the years, CETA has also received numerous
requests for data from other researchers, lawmakers and advocacy groups.

CETA has typically responded to these requests by carefully vetting researchers before providing
access to data, or by providing consultants’ perspectives as experts in lieu of client records. How-
ever, advances in participatory data stewardship invite inquiry into how the clinic might enable
participatory forms of research and knowledge dissemination. In this work, we use CETA as a case
study to explore how digital-safety clinics like it can respond to requests for data in ways that
enable participation for IPV survivors, while stewarding sensitive data in ethical ways. In this, we
seek concrete lessons for CETA itself, for the broader ecosystem of frontline service and research
in IPV, and for CSCW’s interest in our changing knowledge infrastructures.

Open records and dynamic consent. Of the mechanisms for participatory data stewardship
reviewed in Figure 1, we focus on two especially popular in clinical services analogous to CETA (cf.
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[35, 91, 94]): open records and dynamic consent. The first, open records, refers to mechanisms that
provide data subjects with access to records about them.2 The second, dynamic consent, refers to
mechanisms that enable people to opt in or out of data collection over the lifetime of their data.

Open records and dynamic consent are core building blocks of participation in data stewardship.
These mechanisms are becoming more widely used across health, via biobanks and mobile health
research tools like Apple’s ResearchKit [35, 94]. They have also gained purchase in other contexts:
the ability to view and take control of one’s own digital traces is enshrined as a basic consumer
protection in the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation. In social media, recent
scholarship has proposed dynamic consent as a lens for safer online interaction [52], and as a tool
for people to meaningfully participate in online experiments—or to refuse them [98]. Due to the
growing popularity of these two mechanisms, our study uses them as prompts for exploring the
design space of participatory data stewardship in IPV.

4 PHASE I: MAPPING CURRENT CHALLENGES
To begin our co-design process, we first explored through formative interviews the current landscape
of data collection, analysis, and reuse in IPV services.

4.1 Methods
Following trauma-informed research practice [23, 42], we began by interviewing proxies for sur-
vivors prior to approaching survivors for direct work (Phase II, Section 5). We interviewed 19
volunteer CETA consultants and 9 IPV professionals who refer clients to CETA. Participants were
asked to describe how they manage data about their clients, and how they handle requests for
client data from external organizations. Interview protocols are provided in Supplementary.

Recruitment. We recruited participants who have firsthand experience working with IPV sur-
vivors, coordinating teams of frontline workers, or overseeing monitoring and evaluation for IPV
services. To recruit CETA consultants, we reached out via email and Slack to 20 consultants ran-
domly sampled from CETA’s active roster. Upon consultation with CETA, we did not offer financial
compensation to CETA volunteers. To recruit IPV professionals, we reached out to 10 advocates
snowball sampled from CETA partners. We offered USD$25 giftcards to professionals as a token of
appreciation, except for participants who were government workers prohibited from accepting gifts.
In total, 19 consultants and 9 professionals agreed to participate in 60-minute Zoom interviews.

Analytical approach. Transcripts and notes from the 28 interviews were analyzed using a
reflexive thematic analysis adapted from Braun & Clarke [18]. Through multiple rounds of iterative
and collaborative coding, we first developed 40 codes from the consultant data (e.g., data-driven
performance evaluation, wall of legalese, consultants want control of their narrative). Next, the first
author coded the IPV professionals’ data, generating a new codebook of 41 codes (e.g., threat of
subpoena, streamlining services, case reviews). Related codes across the two codebooks were clustered
and synthesized into Section 4.2. Codebooks are reported in Supplementary.

Ethics and researcher positionalities. This was a reflective and reflexive study drawing on the
authors’ collective depth of experience in the subject. Reflexive research has been used in CSCW
and critical HCI to produce rich insights on complex and emotionally difficult phenomena like IPV
[37, 41, 74]. All authors have extensive experience in researching digital safety and IPV, and act
as volunteers in CETA as part of a larger 30+ person team. Some are represented in the data. Our

2Open records have recently been instilled in the U.S. healthcare system through the 21st Century Cures Act of 2021, which
created a federal mandate for patients to have access to their medical records without delay. [27, 68]
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analyses aim to critically appraise and improve CETA’s services, towards improving digital safety
and towards novel insights on these new forms of data infrastructure for the CSCW community.
We received IRB approval for all study procedures. Potential participants were assured that

agreeing to or declining the study would not impact their relationship with CETA. We additionally
ensured no consultant was interviewed by their supervisor. In the writing of this paper, we took
precautions to ensure participant anonymity, e.g., removing potentially identifying phrases from
quotes. Each author also had a self-care plan for mitigating vicarious trauma and burnout.

4.2 Findings
Our findings (Table 1) illuminate how frontline IPV services collect, analyze, and reuse case data.
Here, we use CX for consultants and PX for professionals, where X is the participant number. Where
we refer to one subgroup, we use consultants or professionals; for both, we use support workers.

4.2.1 Clinical documentation provides rich, yet imperfect accounts of survivors’ experiences. From
the moment a survivor contacts a support service, that service begins to make decisions about what
information about them needs to be collected and shared. Across disparate groups, one common
challenge is how to document a client’s initial disclosure of the abuse they experienced.
Support workers in our study and in prior work [41, 88, 90] indicate the disclosure part of an

encounter can be lengthy and emotionally taxing. Even when disclosures are not related to the
services sought, support workers give survivors ample room to share their stories, to create trust
and rapport, and reinforce what might be a quasi-therapeutic relationship for survivors.
Often, these highly personal disclosures contain vital information about the client’s situation,

used by support workers to tailor the rest of the encounter. But support workers often struggle to
record these disclosures quickly and thoroughly enough. As one described:

“It’s kind of hard when a client is spilling their soul out to you and then all of a sudden they hear
typing, and you’re like I’m so sorry, my brain is the size of a pea right now, I really need to write
this down to remember all the things that you told me.” (P08)

Much like doctors adopting shorthand to write patient notes, support workers use keywords
or other schemes to quickly and accurately record what clients tell them, while still remaining
present in the encounter. This record-taking often involves writing referral emails for the client,
or searching for information online. All professionals described this balance—between thorough
documentation, timely information searching, and staying attentive—as core to their work.
Given the difficulty of documenting clinical encounters ‘in-the-moment’, support workers also

say it is hard to reconstruct these encounters from collected data, no matter the medium. Written
notes might lack important information like cadence and tone; and unstructured observational data,
like transcripts of audio recordings, might be insufficient for systematic analysis. The imperfect
nature of the data affects not only practice but also efforts at research: one IPV professional said
that to investigate specific constructs, they wanted quantitative surveys, “to get out of a hole of
diverse vocabulary, or even just typos” (P09).

4.2.2 Support workers balance the need for data against the need for privacy. Data collection also
challenges another core concern: protecting clients’ privacy. Support workers make many highly
subjective judgment calls about howmuch data to collect, while also contending with the reality that
quality data collection can be critical to their organizations’ funding. Within the IPV threat model
(Section 3), abusers may relentlessly pursue survivors’ digital footprints. Information disclosed and
recorded in a clinical encounter may be a particularly enticing target. Despite computer security
best practices, organizations cannot entirely eliminate the risk that recorded data ends up disclosed.
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Support workers described a pastiche of formal and informal practices for minimizing the data
collected. The aspirational standard is to simply not record more information than needed—but
definitions of minimum viable data vary, and rely on support workers’ “in-the-moment” decisions.
One professional said that over the last few years, her organization had collected less and less
information. Their case records presently serve mostly to document the services rendered to the
client: “It might be like, ‘spoke about housing’, a broad category like that. That’s really it.” (P02).
Similarly, CETA consultants try to limit the data they collect to what they consider to be relevant to
tech abuse, CETA’s remit—but in practice, the line between what is and isn’t relevant to tech abuse
is often fuzzy. In making these judgment calls, participants say they consider what would happen
if the data were leaked—especially to the abuser, via hostile subpoena by an abuser’s legal team.
To complicate these judgment calls, participants are very aware that their organizations need

quality data to improve and sustain their programs. One IPV professional’s organization did not
want to collect clients’ addresses, but as an organization supporting a diversity of communities in
New York City, they needed some demographic data to develop more equitable services, or apply
for specific grants. Ultimately, the organization decided to record high-level data like ZIP codes,
primary language spoken, and racial or ethnic background, and to use it for these purposes only.

Nonetheless, service delivery often requires collecting personal information, e.g., phone numbers
used to contact survivors, or photo identification used for security purposes. Support workers try
to be flexible in these requirements for very wary clients: some are trained to ask “is this the name
you would like us to use?” instead of “is this your name?”. Clients are then identified in databases by
this pseudonym only: as one professional described, “There’s a lot of Beyoncés in our system” (P02).

4.2.3 Support workers may also require privacy protections. Clinical encounters are dyadic ex-
changes between care seekers and caregivers. We found that records from these encounters may
contain sensitive disclosures from not only clients, but also their support workers, who worry
that their own disclosures could be exposed. In addition, support workers report concern that any
data on their actions during client sessions might subject them to negative sanctions over work
performance by a supervisor, or judgment from their colleagues.

Personal disclosures from support workers may occur naturally, as part of how they empathize
with and emotionally support a client. A CETA consultant recalled one such incident:
“It got really emotional ... I wanted to tell her I understand how hard it is, and I can relate ... after
that call, I remember feeling really bad that I told the client [about my experience of abuse].” (C14)

Once recorded, support workers’ personal stories or information can be leaked in the unlikely
event of a data breach or a hostile subpoena. More subtly, records of support workers’ actions—e.g.,
disclosures, questions asked and not asked, referrals made and not made—can also expose them
to unfair judgments from their supervisors or colleagues. Recalling negative experiences with
corporate jobs, several participants said they were wary that records of their actions could help
create uncomfortably surveillant work environments where “supervisors are constantly looking over
your shoulder” (C07). While CETA consultants know these concerns are mitigated by their status
as volunteers, they are still concerned about reputational harms:
“I’d be afraid [a record of my mistake] would be used in training. Then [my colleagues] would be
like, ‘Oh, this guy. He really messed up.’ They might not see what I’ve done to improve since.” (C15)
Still, most participants see value in recording some data on their own roles in clinical encounters,

for training and improvement—if accompanied by the enforcement of “a culture where constructive,
supportive critique is embraced” (C07). For several professionals, recording sessions for training and
supervision is already accepted practice. In fact, for these purposes, they actively seek more data
with greater detail. Audio recordings, for example, contain important detail that transcripts lack:
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“tone and voice, and pauses, and certain qualitative aspects you can’t really get otherwise” (P07). We
discuss these tensions further in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.2.

4.2.4 Support workers find current consent frameworks rigid and perfunctory. All organizations
surveyed in this work require clients to give informed consent, to receive services and/or participate
in research—and many support workers describe this is particularly challenging.
Our participants stressed that informed consent is particularly important for IPV survivors,

who may be denied the ability to make decisions about their own life by an abuser [93]. Thus an
important tenet of client-centered care in IPV is to properly inform clients, and give them control
over their personal information, particularly when decision-making involves safety risks.

But when obtaining consent, support workers can struggle to balance informing clients against
overwhelming them. As one professional says, they seek to give “as much information as possible,
without getting so into the weeds that they tune out and click away” (P09). However, support workers
often cannot gauge whether clients truly understand what they were agreeing to. Recalling CETA’s
consent process—a verbal consent, with a written form available on request—one consultant said:
“It’s a lot of words, a lot of legalese... I’ve never had anyone ask a question about it. So I don’t have
any way to know that they have taken it in, thought about it, understood it.” (C02)
To some support workers, the placement of the consent process—traditionally done at the start

of an encounter—could inadvertently “put some pressure [on clients] to go ahead and consent” (C11),
so they could skip quickly to receiving services. As one consultant described:
“It’s like, “Oh, yeah. I consent, I consent, I consent. Let’s get to the important stuff.” No judgment,
but it’s like the important thing that they’re there for is to get this help, and so the consent process
is sort of an obstacle to that rather than an important part of it.” (C17)
To these support workers, clients’ ritualistic responses— “check the box, sort of like that” (C05)—

should not be interpreted as disinterest in informed consent, but rather as an indication that clients
pragmatically seek to focus on more pressing matters. We unpack this further in Section 6.2.1.

4.2.5 Clients seek their own data; but support workers caution discretion. Many consultants and
professionals recalled instances where clients sought access to their own case records, includ-
ing recordings. While there can be clear benefits to giving clients this information, such as the
accumulation of evidence for court proceedings, it is often hard to determine how to do this safely.
Organizations are often wary that requests for data may be coming not from clients, but from

abusers. In line with their practices to reduce the threat of hostile subpoena, support workers try
to “sit the client down and talk through what’s in there, and what they actually need.” (P09). In cases
where support workers can verify that a client is requesting the information, support workers
further worry whether case files might hurt clients more than they would help:
“I’m thinking through the lens of this type of victimization. There’s so much work in creating a
record of what’s happening for yourself, and having that kind of documentation, and pushing back
against the gaslighting...it might overwhelm them.” (P09)
Some support workers worry that case records might actually re-traumatize, or counter a

survivor’s healing, if reviewed without trained therapeutic support. As one said:
“There are things being said in there that can add to your trauma. And that’s concerning, because
maybe they’re not in therapy anymore, so maybe they’re holding onto it on their own.” (P06)
These support workers strive to balance the benefits of providing clients direct access to their

records against the potential to intensify their trauma. One widely used tactic was to supply a
short and edited summary of activities that occurred in an encounter, or a “client synopsis” (P02) of
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Phase I Finding Use in Phase II Activity

Support workers worry whether and how to record
clients’ personal disclosures for service delivery,
research and evaluation (4.2.2 & 4.2.3)

Part A’s prompts ask survivors about their
perspectives on and experiences with
data collection at CETA

Case records are captured quickly, and support workers
often struggle to write down enough information (4.2.1)

Part C’s open records system enables users
to return to a case record at any time with
annotations, e.g., corrections or redactions

Clients and support workers at times disagree about
whether to provide clients with their data (4.2.5)

Part B’s worksheets probe each party’s
preferences for data sharing, to examine
possible disagreement in other scenarios

Both support workers and clients feel
strongly about how they are represented in
these records (4.2.2 & 4.2.3)

Part C’s dynamic consent is multi-stakeholder,
enabling both parties to manage a case record.
All activities are conducted with both parties.

Consultants feel current procedures for
consent are rigid and perfunctory (4.2.4)

Part C’s dynamic consent enables users
to accept or reject requests for data,
and update their preferences at any time

Table 2. How phase I’s findings informed phase II’s design provocations.

their consultation history. Composing these synopses requires further attention to the tensions in
privacy and documentation reported in Section 4.2.2.

5 PHASE II: DESIGN PROVOCATIONS
Phase I’s findings illustrated potential for participatory data stewardship in CETA, to give clients
and consultants the control they sought over their data (4.2.2 & 4.2.3), while enabling the type of
data collection needed for service delivery and funding (4.2.1). To more closely examine specific
mechanisms for data stewardship in this context, we moved to phase II: a 3-part design provocation,
conducted directly with IPV survivors and their support workers.
We began by priming participants to consider the data types currently collected in CETA for

research (Part A, case record provocations). To more fully explore disagreements between clients
and support workers in data sharing preferences (4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5), we devised a scenario-based
card-sorting activity conducted with both parties (Part B, preference elicitations). Consultants’
frustrations with the rigidity of the existing consent procedures (4.2.4) motivated the dynamic con-
sent provocation; similarly, the difficulties they faced recording all relevant details in a case record
(4.2.1) motivated the open records provocation (Part C, participatory mechanism provocations).
Table 2 provides the full mapping of phase I findings to phase II implementations.

5.1 Methods
This phase of our study aimed to invite clients and consultants to contemplate the specific affor-
dances of open records and dynamic consent. Methodologically, we drew on interpretive inquiry
methods like design provocations and speculative data work, which have been used in CSCW to
explore alternative futures for data-centric technologies [2, 12, 50, 89], and privacy preference
elicitations, which have been used to understand how willing people are to share data [20]. Each of
our three parts (A, B, & C, detailed below) used a provocation in the form of a mockup or worksheet
to guide participants towards imagining how data is produced and circulated. Akin to Wong et al.
[97], the purpose of our co-design approach was not to gather fine-grained feedback on existing
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designs, but to create a space for participants to self-reflect on their values and practices around
data sharing, and explore the broader politics of data stewardship in long-term use [73, 96].

We conducted our design activities over Zoom or in-person, depending on participants’ prefer-
ences. Sessions lasted 60-120 minutes, depending on participants’ willingness to continue discussion.
Co-authors presented participants with the design exercises and provocations on a slide deck, and
encouraged them to share reflections throughout. All study sessions were audio-recorded with
participants’ permission and transcribed using a professional service. The transcriptions were then
manually anonymized by the co-authors. Interview protocols are provided in Supplementary.

Recruitment. We recruited CETA clients and consultants as participants for our design provo-
cations. Conscious of the risks of direct research with clients of IPV services (3), we took care to
minimize the potential of our research to cause retraumatization or escalation of abuse. We only
reached out to clients who (a) consented to prior research participation, (b) were reachable via
personal phone or email, and (c) had been seen at the clinic in the past six months. We chose the
six-month window out of concerns for safety: the less recently we had seen them, the less we knew
about their current situation. We then excluded clients whose participation could expose them
to greater risk of harm, e.g., those who lived with their abusers. We also excluded clients whose
primary language was not English, so all co-authors could conduct interviews without a translator.

Eligible clients were recruited via email. They were assured that participation would be anony-
mous, and would not impact their services at CETA. Clients who took part received a USD$25
giftcard as a token of appreciation. Of the 20 clients contacted, seven completed the study.3
Consultants were recruited via email from a random sample of active CETA volunteers. Of 11

contacted, seven completed the study, including five who participated in Phase I. Per consultation
with CETA, we did not offer monetary compensation to consultants, who volunteer with the clinic.

Part A: Case record provocations. We began by priming participants to consider the data
currently handled in CETA research. We gathered a list of data artifacts collected in each encounter
(Table 3), and then constructed medium-fidelity mockups of a data dashboard depicting how these
artifacts are stored and used in research. The data in the mockups was entirely fictional and
synthetic; participants’ actual clinic experiences were not displayed. Clients were prompted with
these mockups to discuss their prior experiences of research at the clinic, including consent. We
described when and how each piece of information is collected, and asked how well participants
felt their clinical encounters were captured by the data.

Part B: Preference elicitation activities. Next, we explored participants’ high-level preferences
for sharing their data. To scaffold these discussions, we used a modified card-sorting exercise, akin
to Markussen and Knutz’s mini-scenarios [62]. Though card sorting originated as a technique in
informatics to understand ontology, prior work has used it in studies of privacy preferences, to
help distill complex concepts into concrete artifacts that encourage participants’ imaginations [20].

Inspired by Nissenbaum’s parameters of information flow [66], we used card sorting to separate
different stated purposes for data sharing from the different social roles who might be recipients of
the data (e.g., separating the purpose of raising public awareness of tech abuse from a recipient such
as journalists and the press). This was to understand how participants’ desired uses of their data
might differ from what they believed people might do with it. Drawing from data requests CETA
has received, we derived six potential recipients and five potential purposes (Table 3).
We used these artifacts, recipients and purposes in a preference elicitation activity centered

on a worksheet (Figure 2). Each worksheet contained a specific purpose or recipient, a list of
3This response rate is higher than typical in IPV research: since clients of IPV services often change their contact methods
and desire to “move on”, they have low rates of re-engagement in research [93].
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Data artifacts Recipients Purposes

Your/Client’s age, gender, race / ethnicity Journalists / Press To make laws
Transcripts of your appointments Technology Companies To raise public awareness of tech abuse
Notes from your appointments Policymakers To improve services like CETA
Your/Client’s experiences with tech abuse Law Enforcement To punish abusers
Your/Client’s referral forms Academic Researchers To build technology products
<Blank - fill in> Advocacy Communities

Table 3. Data artifacts and recipients used in the design activities. Each artifact (except the last one) is
currently collected in CETA research. Recipients include specific social roles to which data might be released.
We separate these from high-level purposes for its sharing. Using the worksheet in Figure 2, participants were
asked to relate their preferences for sharing data to combinations of artifacts and recipients.

Fig. 2. Worksheet used in Part B. Each worksheet includes a target recipient/purpose (see Table 3) and a list
of data artifacts (middle). For each artifact, participants move its card onto the scale according to their level
of comfort sharing it with the recipient/purpose (bottom), or to the “I do not want to share” box (top right).

cards representing CETA data artifacts, and a scale ranging from “least comfortable sharing” to
“most comfortable sharing”, with five markers in between. Participants were asked to drag and
drop the cards onto the scale according to their data sharing preferences. The worksheet also
contained a “do-not-share” area for any artifact participants were not comfortable sharing under
any circumstances—providing space for ‘do-not-design’ implications reflecting when data should
not be shared at all [78]. Participants were encouraged to use the scale flexibly (e.g., to stack items
at the same marker or place items between markers), to add and modify data artifacts as needed,
and to talk-aloud, describing their doubts, questions, and rationales.

Part C: Participatory data stewardship provocations. Having primed participants to consider
the data collected at CETA and how they would like it shared, we then explored the possibilities of
our chosen mechanisms for participatory data stewardship: open records and dynamic consent.

We extended the case records mockups from part A into a mockup of an open records system, in
which a client or consultant may view and comment on CETA’s records of their clinical encounters
(Figure 3). Participants first considered a tagging feature, highlighting the process of categorization
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Fig. 3. Medium-fidelity software mockup of an open record (phase II, Part C). The fictional Client 248 can
view tags applied to their case record by consultants (top), and annotate to suggest edits or redactions (right).

that underlies research. We included tags that could be perceived as subjective or personal (e.g.,
medium tech literacy or shared custody) to gauge participants’ comfort with different types of
research. Tags were sourced by consultants and suggested by artificial intelligence (AI). Next,
participants considered a commenting feature, which enables annotations on a case record in the
style of tools like Google Docs (e.g., the fictional Client 248 commenting “Can you remove this?”).

The next mockups depicted a system for dynamic consent (see Supplementary). These affordances
included receiving requests for data from external researchers, approving or denying release of
their data, and subscribing to updates on approved projects. Participants could choose to partially
consent to requests, by releasing some data, but not all (e.g., releasing demographic information,
but not appointment transcripts). Participants were prompted to reflect on the utility of dynamic
consent for their CETA data, and if/how they could imagine engaging with incoming requests.
We concluded sessions by asking participants to imagine a scenario in which they were not

available to respond to incoming data requests. Questions probed who they would trust to make
these decisions on their behalf, and what they would like that person or organization to consider.

Analytical approach. We conducted design sessions with seven clients and seven consultants.
Session transcripts and notes were analyzed using a reflexive thematic analysis adapted from Braun
& Clarke [18]. Across stakeholder groups,we independently coded transcript data and developed
an initial set of 30 codes (e.g., “giving clients control, open records shape memory, accountability over
punishment”). These codes were further honed into themes through multiple rounds of collaborative
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refinement with the research team. Finally, we tabulated the data from the preference elicitation
activities to develop the qualitative heatmap depicted in Figure 4.

Ethics. We took the same approach as Section 4.1 with additional steps to protect participant
anonymity. Clients may still be coping with abuse and revealing they are seeking support may
inadvertently risk escalation of abuse. To ensure participant safety, we refrain from reporting
demographic data and removed potentially identifying details from our findings and provocations.
We also took care to minimize risks that our research could impose on participants’ health.

Design activities were conducted by authors trained in trauma-informed research. We ensured
participants knew they could pause or stop the session, decline to answer questions, or withdraw
from the study completely. For clients, we made clear that research activities were separate from
CETA services, and ensured their contact points for research and service did not overlap. We also
worked with CETA to anticipate requests for additional service from research participants. Lastly,
for participants who chose an in-person session, we used a location with on-site security guards.

5.2 Findings
Our findings (Table 1) illuminate the design space around participatory mechanisms for data
stewardship at CETA. Here, we refer to client participants with the letter S and their participant
number; and likewise, consultant participants with the letter C. Where we refer to one subgroup, we
use either client(s) or consultant(s); where we refer to both subgroups as one, we use participant(s).

5.2.1 Clients also consider informed consent to be rigid and perfunctory. Part A of our sessions
asked clients to reflect on their experiences of giving informed consent to CETA research. At the
time of our study, CETA’s consent process had been a verbal consent delivered over a phone call at
the start of an appointment. Clients are informed of the study and the associated risks and benefits
of participating, after which they either affirm or refuse participation verbally. 4

All 7 participants said their experiences of consent barely left an impression, but to their memory,
the process had been brief and clear. They were familiar with consent forms, from the media or
from research ethics trainings in their education or employment. As one explained, they said yes to
CETA to help accumulate “accurate” data, for broader research goals:

“I assumed [I agreed] just to help whatever you got a grant to research. Probably the more people
say yes, it probably just helps the pool of data be more accurate.” (S06)

This finding affirms our finding in 4.2.4: existing methods of obtaining informed consent are
considered rigid and perfunctory. We unpack this further in 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.

5.2.2 Open records could provide self-reflection and control over survivor narratives. All participants
had generally positive reactions to the idea of giving clients access to their own case records (Part
B). One key potential benefit was enabling clients’ self-reflection. Clients envisioned using these
tools to track how their digital privacy skills developed over time, assess any need for additional
support, and bolster their healing. As one said: “It would be wonderful, because you can teach someone
how to protect themselves, and they can learn from it.” (S01)

Clients also saw utility in annotating their records, via the commenting affordance in Figure 3.
During appointments, they sometimes had trouble describing their complete experiences, due to
trauma’s negative impact on memory:

4The verbal consent was delivered instead of the more traditional paper form as a safety measure, to prevent inadvertent
harms from abusers discovering consent forms that said a client had participated in a study about abuse.
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“Sometimes in those situations, we may forget something or not be as accurate with it. I know when
I did my appointment, being that I was still kind of in the midst of [the abuse], my mind was just
all over the place. I had so much stuff going on.” (S04)
With open records, however, clients imagined logging into the provocation once or twice, weeks

to months after a clinical encounter, to make sure an accurate representation was recorded. These
records could then help establish documentation of abuse, for use in legal proceedings.
Still, clients and consultants both said there might be moments where a client would want

access to their record to redact information, instead of improving its accuracy. Redaction would be
particularly vital for clients whose abusers could resurface after a long period of time. One such
client wanted to remove any mention of her location from her records:
“As an extra measure of precaution, I would want to make sure if I had shared something like my
address, I could take that off. These people can be really vindictive. I would want to know that I did
everything I could to protect myself and my children.” (S05)
Intriguingly, clients were divided on whether or not removing information from a clinical record

would be ultimately helpful. While providing clients opportunities to regain control of their lives,
these redacted records could be unrecoverable for later use in court proceedings or in self-reflection.

Whether for annotation or redaction, clients agreed they could see themselves making use of the
provocation to exert control over their narratives and reclaim agency. Decisions about how to
manage their records could, in turn, be spaces for additional self-reflection. One client said their
desire to take things on or off the record could be material for therapy:
“You with your therapist or doctor can come back with your questions, and you guys can work on
something. Like, “why do you want to remove this? Is it too emotional? It’s real. It is what you
experienced. Let’s talk about that.” ” (S03)
This finding contrasts with 4.2.5, in which support workers expressed access to case records may

re-traumatize clients. We unpack this discordance further in 6.1.2.
Out of all the affordances in Part A, clients and consultants were most interested in how the

tagging feature might enable service delivery, broader research, and sense-making of clients’
experiences. Consultants suggested tags for notable cases, like ones involving firearms or children,
could help understand trends in client referrals. One client said the tags could support healing, by
enabling survivors to identify as a victim, a survivor, or neither:
“Those are actually awesome tags. Like ‘trauma survivor’. Not ‘abused’, because they could be a
survivor instead of being seen as a victim . . .Maybe you could also have the option for ‘victim’ as
well, though, because some people haven’t yet felt like a survivor. They just feel like a victim.” (S02)
But clients were also concerned that tags could become labels, which if handled improperly

could reduce trust between clients and their support workers. Highly sensitive labels, like “shared
custody”, are often useful for support workers, who can better safety plan if they know children are
going between the client’s and abuser’s households. However, concretizing such painful situations
on the record could do further harm to clients. As one client said:
“[The tags] might just turn me off, and then I don’t want to talk further. Maybe it puts salt on a
wound that is even bigger, and seeing it stated like that hurts me deeply.” (S01)
To our participants, appropriate use of the tags meant enabling clients to use them in self-

reflection and dialogue with support workers, while avoiding further harms from labeling clients
with traumatic events—or narratives dissonant with their own. We return to this point in 6.1.2.

5.2.3 Granular selective sharing in dynamic consent accommodates diverse preferences. Clients and
consultants saw that the dynamic consent tool (Part C) could provide greater information control,
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Fig. 4. Participants were asked to rate how comfortable they felt on a scale from 0-5 with sharing different
data artifacts from CETA encounters (y-axis) to various social roles or purposes (x-axis). Exact numbers are
omitted here due to the qualitative nature of exercise, but are available in Supplementary.

in a digital society where they felt like they had less. Recalling perfunctory experiences of consent
(5.2.1), one client said dynamic systems could offer much-needed transparency and trust:
“I feel like a lot of times our data is collected, and the terms of use are in this tiny font where you
accept, and you don’t read it because you’re like, I’m not going to sit here and read this. But your
data is collected, and nobody explains what it’s used for, or why. So offering transparency, I feel
would just build trust in your organization.” (S06)
Beyond transparency, clients and consultants appreciated the opportunity to give control of data

back to the subject—especially given the nature of IPV. The ability to retract information shared to
a third party was seen as a key way to react to changing safety situations. As one client described:
“I want to share my experience, but God forbid something happens, and now I want to change my
mind and protect myself. It shouldn’t be that once it’s out there . . . I can’t take it down.” (S05)
Both clients and consultants agreed that selective sharing, or the ability to share some data with

some recipients and not others, would be critical to implementing dynamic consent. Importantly,
selective sharing needed to be individual: participants variedwidely in their data sharing preferences,
and consultants were far less permissive than clients (Figure 4).

Many clients expressed enthusiasm for the possibility of their data being used to improve society
by spreading awareness of tech abuse. As one client said: “Put it all in ‘most comfortable sharing.’
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Maybe someone will listen and make change.” (S01). Another client shared that while she was initially
afraid to share her experiences, she was inspired to contribute to a broader movement:
“Not everybody is comfortable with sharing very private and personal things. But sometimes, when
you’re brave, you share things to help someone who isn’t as brave as you are. And sometimes it
has, like, a #MeToo kind of effect, where other people come out of the woodwork and share their
experiences. When you keep things to yourself, it keeps happening, and you feel isolated. But when
you let it be known, we can heal and move forward and make a type of movement.” (S02)
In spite of this enthusiasm for collective gains, when asked to consider specific mini-scenarios for

their own data, clients had hesitations. Even within our cohort of 7 people, clients differed widely in
their data sharing preferences. Some felt tech companies could not be trusted with their data, as it
would be leaked, or used in behavioral advertising. Others felt letting tech companies know about
tech abuse would help them improve their products’ robustness against it. Some trusted journalists
and lawmakers implicitly, while others only trusted those who aligned with their politics. Most
trusted academics and advocates—though we must be aware of sample bias limitations (6.3).

Our clients were least comfortable sharing data for the purpose of punishing abusers, or to roles
in law enforcement, like family court or the police (Figure 4). While clients generally wanted to see
consequences for abusers, some felt the criminal legal system was a form of unnecessary cruelty
that “did not create a better space for anybody” (S03). Importantly, several clients were hesitant to
share data with the police, after previous experiences with officers dismissing their abuse. For some,
law enforcement’s dismissiveness was a reason to share data—to provide incontrovertible proof of
what happened. For others, this was a reason to avoid the police altogether.

As an alternative, clients suggested lending data to boost efforts at restorative justice. Several
asked to modify the scenario to say “to hold abusers accountable”, instead of “to punish abusers”:
“If we are holding people accountable, and we’re able to do that in a safe space with this information,
I think this would be very helpful. How do you hold someone accountable if you don’t know what’s
happening—the weight or gravity of it, or the impact it’s having on victims?” (S03)
CETA consultants, for their part, were generally less willing than clients to share case records

(Figure 4). Having also trained to advise on digital privacy, they defaulted to more protective security
postures. For example, many wanted to modify the artifacts to contain less raw information (Figure
4), and instead share curated written summaries, paraphrased quotes, or aggregated statistics.

Consultants particularly worried about secondary use of demographic data. Many raised that
the intersection of demographic attributes could be re-identifying for individual clients. While
aggregated demographic data might inform efforts towards “diversity, equity, inclusion, all that good
stuff ” (C07), in the wrong hands it could also inspire targeted discrimination, “to fuel hate crimes”
(C02). We discuss the variance in sharing preferences further in 6.1.2 and 6.2.2.

5.2.4 Alongside granular and self-directed information control, a role remains for trusted stewards.
Despite the benefits they saw in open case records and dynamic consent, our participants were
clear: there remained a role for a trusted steward to ease the burden of managing client data. After
completing the preference elicitation worksheets (Part B), clients and consultants alike said these
decisions were challenging, requiring time and effort to consider satisfactorily. Affirming what
professionals and consultants surmised in 4.2, several clients said the burden of managing their
case records had the potential to re-traumatize. As one described:
“The more people can learn from my experience, the better. But I also don’t want to be overwhelmed.
I don’t want to be interviewing with a bunch of people, telling this story over and over again.” (S04)
Trusting a data steward was seen as a way for clients to contribute to the collective goals of IPV

research while mitigating their own burdens. A key role for this person or entity was to monitor and
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vet the researchers requesting the data. Participants were wary of the burden that handling requests
for data would incur in their lives, despite the potential benefits. Some wanted a notification every
time a request came in; others wanted weekly or monthly digests. Several consultants did not want
to manage incoming requests at all, and deferred this responsibility entirely to a steward. All said
their preferences likely varied from others’—one client mused that the only solution might be to
have individual data subjects set their own preferences for how often they receive requests.
In addition to judiciously meting out how often data subjects received requests, participants

asked that a data steward take an active role in vetting incoming requests, so they would not have to
research whether requests were problematic or illegitimate. At issue was what one client described
as “integrity” (S04)—could the requester be trusted to use the data only for its intended purpose?
(We unpack the possibility of enforcing intended use in 6.2.2.)

In addition, several clients asked that stewards consider the “efficiency” (S04) of the data requesters.
Receiving research updates would be very interesting, these clients said, to see whether the people
trusted with their data used it properly. Proper use meant not only whether the data was used only
for intended purposes, but also whether it was used in a timely fashion. As one client said:
“You can collect data for years and years and years, and you don’t see the purpose. So I would like
to see something so we can know that we’re not just basically wasting our time.” (S05)
As for who the steward should be, some participants named family members, like siblings or

parents—but most said CETA itself, because they were already familiar with the organization.
Several clients said they would trust the specific consultant responsible for their case. Consultants,
for their part, said they trusted CETA as a nonprofit organization to put clients’ best interests first.

6 DISCUSSION
Our findings (Table 1) document our efforts to co-design mechanisms for participatory data stew-
ardship in a frontline IPV support service, to improve survivors’ agency in the knowledge produced
through these encounters. Overall, we are encouraged by the potential benefits identified in our
work: creating spaces for self-reflection and self-determination for clients, and encouraging deeper
research in IPV that helps organizations achieve funding and impact. For these reasons, we encour-
age pursuit of participatory data stewardship in clinical contexts, in IPV and beyond.

Realizing this potential will, however, require further work adapting participatory data steward-
ship for the challenges of digital-safety research. Here, we extend the theoretical framework for
participatory data stewardship synthesized in Figure 1 by analyzing the tensions our work uncov-
ered in their use (6.1). We then describe practical next steps for the growing research community
interested in participatory approaches to digital safety (6.2), and close with limitations (6.3).

6.1 Extending participatory data stewardship for digital-safety research
Our work complicates a core contention of current frameworks for participatory data stewardship:
that collective rather than individual mechanisms for data management are more capable of enabling
meaningful participation. Because power imbalances make individuals “rarely in a position to
negotiate or engage in trade-offs as they relate to their data rights” [1], these frameworks argue that
the goal of data stewardship is to enable a collective to make decisions about its constituents’ data
(Figure 1, top-half), and reduce researchers’ supervision over the process (Figure 1, top-left). We
find, however, that to apply this to digital-safety research, we need further work reconciling: (1)
tensions between individual vs. collective benefit in data stewardship; and (2) the need for nuanced
collaboration between researchers and data subjects, despite inherent power imbalances.

6.1.1 Individualized mechanisms for participation still hold value in digital safety. The Lovelace
framework critiques individualized mechanisms for data handling, such as open records and
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dynamic consent, for failing broader collective and scientific goals. Since individuals can remove
their data at will, the stewarded data can become inaccurate: e.g., government-hosted biobanks are
known to under-represent minority populations, who are often less comfortable donating their data
[1]. These issues are part of why the literature encourages community governance, e.g., a committee
of IPV survivors owning an archive of IPV stories. With community supervision, individual data
subjects and researchers can both be held accountable to the broader scientific aims of the project.
Such an approach, however, may overlook pragmatics in IPV and digital safety. First, we find

open records and dynamic consent have unique utility for data subjects facing digital-safety threats:
opportunities for self-reflection and skill-building that lead to feelings of empowerment (5.2.2), a
key goal in digital safety (cf. [88, 90]). Second, the idea of community governance may be at odds
with the practical realities of IPV. Our data show clients of an IPV support service may not identify
in uniform ways, making it hard to identify which collectives should represent them: as one said,
“some people haven’t yet felt like a survivor. They just feel like a victim.” (S02, 5.2.2). What’s more,
even among the seven in our study, clients disagreed about appropriate uses of their data (Figure
4). While some saw merit in “making a type of movement” (S02, 5.2.3), abstracting an individual
survivor’s decisions to a collective might disempower the individual, or even risk their safety.

To realize the benefits of participatory mechanisms for data stewardship in digital-safety research,
we argue it is important to consider that a survivor’s individual empowerment may at times be as
important as rallying with a collective. In many cases, supporting the individual over the potential
of collective benefit may be the preferred option, or the only feasible one. Further work is needed
to fully interrogate what constitutes meaningful participation for individuals, and how to balance
individual versus collective gains in the stewardship of digital-safety data.

6.1.2 Refocusing from researcher vs. community control to researcher-community collaboration.
Frameworks for participatory data stewardship describe a dialectic: between researchers as the
power-holders, and the data subjects and community as the powerless or vulnerable. Both Lovelace
[1] and Jo and Gebru [53] frame the problem of participation as oscillation between whether the
researchers or the data subjects are in charge. Our findings instead suggest that in digital safety, it
is important to understand data stewardship systems as collaborations between researchers and
data subjects. This is not to say that researchers and data subjects are equal parties; our findings
support work on the uneven power dynamics inherent to both research and service delivery in
IPV (cf. [10, 90]). Rather, researchers and subjects are both relevant stakeholders—in the work of
stewarding data and in narrative control over what the data represent.

First, we identify an important role for an active steward in the effort required to safely manage
digital-safety data. Figure 1 shows how increased community supervision can also levy burdens
on the community. To reduce these burdens, prior work in citizen science [69] has argued that
researchers should be facilitators, supplying technical expertise in areas like data security, but
otherwise taking a backseat to community control. In contrast, survivors in our study expressed a
desire for stewards to help make decisions about their data: to take an active role in managing this
information ad infinitum (5.2.4). To make these decisions, stewards cannot rely only on their own
judgment: support workers, who act as stewards in this context, tend to be more cautious than
survivors (Figure 4). In situations where the two parties disagree, a client-centered approach may
suggest favoring clients’ wishes and releasing the data. But doing so requires stewards to then help
clients make sense of their information (4.2.5), and in the worst case, may implicate stewards’ own
safety (4.2.3). These tensions are not resolvable by giving a collective of survivors total supervision of
the archive; instead, the burdens of supervision must be handled via collaboration and compromise.
Future work should explore how an active steward, collaborating with a community, might help
disentangle unwanted burdens from the desired benefits of community supervision.
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More broadly, our findings also suggest stewards have an active stake in ownership over the
data itself. From the notes written to the tone of the conversation, a clinical encounter is a co-
production between a client and a support worker—even when it seems only a client is disclosing
personal details (4.2.1). These exchanges should not be understood as static capture of clients’
experiences, but rather sites of collaborative sensemaking. Support workers are, in a sense, also
data subjects—their beliefs, experiences, and intellects are also reflected in the data. When they
also serve as researchers, as in our case, and thus as stewards, they have an even greater stake
in the data produced. We see ample future work building on this observation to reconstruct data
stewardship as a multi-stakeholder system, accounting for multiplicity in the dynamics between
researchers, survivors, and their communities.
This perspective begs a broader question: What happens when survivors’ self-narratives clash

with the narratives that support workers or researchers might see in their stories? As survivors
told us in reaction to the tagging feature of our provocation (5.2.2), seeing one’s life characterized
via painful events or dissonant narratives can be harmful. Just as studies of medical misinformation
must contend with dissonant narratives [59], so too must participatory stewardship of digital-safety
data balance experience, belief, expertise and power in making sense of human experience. Stewards
should not prohibit research on important digital-safety problems if it might cause friction with
clients’ self-narratives; but they must still preserve clients’ autonomy of refusal. Turning such
dissonance into productive collaboration will require moral and political judgment, but it will be
crucial to reaping the benefits of these systems across digital-safety contexts.

6.2 Practical recommendations for researchers
In addition to the theoretical advancements suggested above, our work suggests practical future
work exploring the design space around participatory data stewardship for digital-safety research.

6.2.1 Improving informed consent. Informed consent is undeniably integral to ethical research
[56], especially with people like IPV survivors [93]. It is also critical to clinical practice, and to
stewarding data in FAIR ways: for data to be shared, it must be collected ethically in the first place.

However, our findings underscore the need for new implementations of consent. The traditional
model—of upfront contractual agreement to a written form or verbal script—has become so familiar
that clients give a perfunctory “yes” (4.2.4 and 5.2.1). To be clear, perfunctory agreement does not
mean clients are not informed. Several said they breezed quickly through consent because it was
already very familiar, and all said they were comfortable giving data to CETA. But our findings
show informed consent has become so familiar a procedure that it risks becoming just a checkbox.

In light of our findings, CETA has begun adapting its consent processes, making changes away
from starting appointments with a “wall of text” and “legalese” (4.2.4) and towards a more conversa-
tional style. This approach aims to uphold survivors’ existing skills at negotiating safety risks [24].
Paired with the tools for dynamic consent explored in Section 5, this adjustment stands to improve
how research and service is conducted in clinical settings. We look forward to future work joining
a growing community in CSCW and HCI exploring consentful interfaces (cf. [52, 98]).

6.2.2 Roles for computation in participatory data stewardship. Downstream of informed consent,
we also need mechanisms for how a data steward can feasibly manage a growing and ever-changing
digital-safety dataset, as well as requests for re-use from secondary researchers.
A steward might first need tools ensuring shared data are appropriately sanitized. Here, what

counts as sensitive is highly contextual: support workers use subjective judgment in minimizing
the data they record (4.2.2 and 4.2.3), and clients and consultants differ in their privacy preferences
(5.2.1). Thus, existing sanitization techniques like algorithms that search for names or emails are
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insufficient, especially since the data are unstructured and multimodal. Elicitation tools like the
worksheets in our study (5.1) may help stewards understand what data subjects consider sensitive.

A steward might then need tools for matching incoming requests for data to case records. This
is needed to rate-limit requests that come to clients and consultants, thereby easing the burden
of dynamic consent (5.2.4): if a research question has little relevance to a case, and the client or
consultant has expressed disinterest in similar research, there is less reason to consider it. Matching
requests to relevant records will require abstractions beyond keyword searches, as researchers and
stewards may not know a priori how a construct manifests in the data—for example, how can a
researcher query for expressions of trauma before knowing how it is expressed? Stewards will need
to match abstractions from requests to the abstractions of preferences described previously.

Finally, stewards might need tools enforcing accountability for the research conducted with the
shared data. These tools might vet requesters for integrity and efficiency (5.2.4), and help ensure
they stick to the approved purposes of the data. Importantly, stewards must consider how to enable
data subjects to redact data, while ensuring researchers still receive sufficient information.

At each of these steps, computational tools like semantic search might help stewards accomplish
these goals, while reducing their own burdens—however, these tools will need robust human
oversight. We see future work building complementary human-AI systems towards these needs,
akin to efforts to use ML to help activists document feminicides [30].

6.2.3 Making stakeholder-guided design sustainable. As discussed in the Lovelace framework, mech-
anisms for participatory data stewardship are best developed via co-design: journeys of incremental
design and deployment, requiring frequent and meaningful involvement from stakeholders.
Such work has proved costly. Inviting stakeholders to reimagine how their data is handled

required us to ensure our study did not itself confer additional burdens on clients, consultants, or
professionals. We considered that our clients had experienced trauma (cf. [23]); that care workers
are exposed to secondary trauma every day; and that power differentials within and between
organizations shape how participants interact with us. We also considered that participants face
societal-scale problems that may not be wholly solvable, let alone via technology, and inviting them
to co-design might risk Harrington et al.’s [46] “blue-sky” ideation: encouraging imagination of
infeasible solutions that “ultimately frustrate underserved individuals”. The burden of participation
here constituted not only time and effort, but also what Dourish et al. [33] describe as the emotional
labor of hoping and believing one can change their structural condition.
These tensions manifested in a study whose design and execution required us as researchers

to also act as stakeholders in the co-design process, making judgment calls that structured each
encounter. Each session took considerable effort to maintain what Akama and Light call punctuation
and poise [3]: orientations to research where researchers stay ready to handle contingencies outside
of a dogmatic march through a protocol. In the phase II activities (5), for example, some sessions
lasted more than three times the planned 60 minutes, as researchers gave the participant ample room
to recount their abuse before returning to the interview guide. That design research encounters
can resemble therapy has been discussed previously in HCI and CSCW, where Hirsch has observed
that the obligations of a design researcher are quite different from those of a therapist [49]. Yet,
in our context, we found it especially difficult to separate our obligations as researchers from our
inclinations to provide support, and took extra steps to coordinate follow-up care with CETA for
participants who sought it. There was, too, the issue of safety: we ensured our interview locations
were reasonably secure, for researchers and participants alike who face threats from abusers.

We are confident the extra precautions we took were necessary, and improved the depth of
our work. We raise them here to do justice to our participants, and to researchers’ well-being.
How to make such deep participatory engagements sustainable is a critical question facing future
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work. We call for greater attention in CSCW to methodological standards that can help researchers
more efficiently navigate co-design with vulnerable participants. As starting points, CSCW could
incentivize documenting and publishing on the emotion work [7] that such research requires of
stewards and researchers; and of participants and their broader communities.

6.3 Limitations
This was a single-site study examining participatory data stewardship in CETA’s ecosystem in New
York City. Further work is needed to examine these possibilities in other clinical settings that serve
other populations. Multi- and cross-site research may more fully explore how race, gender, and
other social factors influence participants’ perspectives.

Importantly, our provocation exercises (5) should be understood as early explorations of design
considerations for participatory data stewardship in digital safety, not generalizable statements
on population-wide preferences, or acceptance testing of new modalities. This was a research
study of people’s willingness to participate in research—so our results do not characterize those
who would not have consented to work with us at all. Lastly, our work is reflexive, and thus a
product of our lenses. Future work might take an alternative approach, like broad surveys of data
subjects’ preferences, or ethnographic engagements by researchers with no role within the site.
These approaches, combined with ours, will provide richer explorations of these possibilities.
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